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E VOICE

THE COL
Assembly Prioritizes
Strategic Plan Goals
by Sarah Huntley
News Editor

Faced with the constraint of ten
top priorities, Student Government
Association members began the
arduous task of prioritizing the
Strategic Plan goals at Thursday
night's meeting.
The Assembly was presented
withalistof sixteen proposed highpriority goals.
These goals included the enhancement of math, science and
traditionally underrepresented areas, improvement of housefellow
and residential life compensation,
commitment to a non-white applicant pool and diverse student body,
as well as support for the continuation of need-blind admissions and
an increased financial aid endowrnent,

John Maggiore, '91, house senator of Lazrus, encouraged the student leaders to realize the importance of the prioritization process.

April 24, 1990
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John
Kenneth
Galbraith:

!

"This is really the chance for this ~
'It would be tragic, indeed, were
body to get some goals into the top 0:
priorities that may not otherwise be ]
liberty there to be identified with
there;' he said.
:s
unemployment, inflation and
Representatives for the current ~
housefellow staff outlined their]
grave economic deprivation.'
compensation dissatisfactions to "
the Assembly. They said that al- l.:Jecohecn=K'Oe=-n--'n-et7h"'G=a"'lh=ra-=t=th=sh'"--are-.
vecl-ew-.--'o-n--=E:-as-te-m----:E-=u:...r=op:...e....J
though Connecticut
College
housefellows are on duty substantially more than students in similar
While acknowledging in his inbraith was chairman of the Ecopositions at peer institutions, they
by Sarah Huntley
troduction,
"We live in a changing
nomic Advisory Committee of the
are paid from $475 to $3575 less.
News Editor
world,"
has
become somewhat trite
Democratic Advisory Council
Housefellows earn free room plus
and
obligatory,
Galbraith said,
Combining a reputation for eco- from 1956 to 1960. He served as
approximately $425 per year.
"There
has
not,
until
recently, been
the United States Ambassador to
nomic and interdisciplinary
Said Lauren Aguiar, '90,
a
time
when
this
introduction
is
India
in
the
early
1960s.
housefellow of Marshall, "we have knowledge with humor, John Kenmore
justified.
In
this
past
month
Galbraith
has
also
taught
in
Calineth Galbraith addressed the colnot received an increase in over
we have witnessed the greatest
five years." The salary has not been legecommunity in an overflowing fornia, at Princeton University,
transformation of the world ecoCambridge
University
and
HarDana Hall Monday night
adjusted for inflation.
nomic, political scene ... since the
vard
University.
Heiscurrently
the
Galbraith
is
considered
one
of
Michelledela Uz, '90,housefelSecond World War."
PaulM.
Warburgprofessoremerithe
most
renowned
contemporary
low of Knowlton, and other Unity
Galbraith attributed much of the
club leaders were also at the meet- economists, especially recognized, tus of economics at Harvard Unichange
in the Eastern Europe to the
versity.
for' his challenges 'to traditional
ing to represent goals concerning
Socialist
system's inability to adapt
Titled, "Revolution in Our
economic theory and policies.
diversification of the college.
to
economic
and social change. At
In addition to other public of- Time," Galbraith's lecture examCarla Munroe, '90, president of
See Galbrailh p 10
inedthechan
esinEasternEuro
.
fices in the State Department, GalSee Goals p. 1

Famed Economist Packs Dana Hall

Constitutions Face Formiffiif)re~1tfJ)eJjste
Features/
Connecticut
View
pp.4-5

Ship Transports
Supplies Medical
Aid and Hope

A & E pp. 11-12

bySaroh Hunlley
.NeWSEdllor

Club constitution passage bas become l\Il
increasingly formidable 1aS1\ during recent
Student Governmel\t Association meetings.
The proposed and eventoally approved
magazine, World View, intending t() cover
international relations topics. faced UDellpeeled difficulties three weeks ago,
Members of the Assembly expressed concern tltat the student activities budget had
little room foran additional publication. The
controversy centered upon whetherfmancial
constraints had ajustifla1>le place in the consideration of a constitution,
N. Jansen Calamita, '90. house senator of
Abbey, said, "I think it may very well be the
place of this body" to take into account all
considerations.
In disagreement, Nicholas Holahan. '90,
bouse senator of Burdick, said, "We have to

judge that constitution solely on its merits."
At last week's meeting, the organization Students for the Prevention ot Anlmlil Misu-eatment
(SP AM). encountered opposition because some
members believed t1lat other forums Ulready ell-

ests,"

The latest 4ebale cOl'll:ellled lhe

~nstitutlon ot a new magazine.

COnneetiCllt Cl?lle$e

- Betsy Grenier, '90,
SGA vice president

Magazine Ciub,

Jamie P'lSfis.
'91,1lOusesenatotO~bdinandeo-totmder
oflhe DIagazinll. Sllid, "Think ot a eross beJ)eseribing •~

'We shouldn't be stifling
students'
interests.'
.
~

JlTOl1OSed

yet to be officially titled, but; ptesented ~Iy
as The

publieatiOO,

tween lheNew YorJ:pandN~SW!lelc; t1latis
probal>ly close."
Aecotdlng Il;l Fisfjs, the Jl:I/I~
wiD be
distributed twicea /Ilol\th aud inc4ldejourntllism. creative expression, glossy p1lotograpIl$
aIld perllaps lIl'tiCles written in a fot'eign 1aD-

guage.
"'There is not a magazine as regular as we
isted on campus toaddress theconcemsofSP AM.
The constitution passed 26-3; bowever. the
reoccurence of debate over criteria for passage
cansedBetsyGrenier, '91, vicepresidentofSGA,
to give Constitution Committee background and
said, "We shouldn't be stifling students' inter-

hope to be .•• [and} content means so much to

this magmoo," said Fisfis.
At this week's SGA meeting. Grenier explained that the Constitution Committee had
tentatively approved the constitution, but was
See Magazine

p. 6

Students Arid Professors
Receive Honors and Awards
Godspell Production

Enchants Its Audience

Comics

by Sarah Huntley
News Editor

p.13

Sports pp. 14-16
Camels Triumph Over
Coast Guard Academy

~
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",L,S~tu-d.-'eecnts~an-d~v""o:,.lu~n~le-ers--"'m:...a-"'nage
Earth Day bootb':-s__

!!-_....J

Connecticut College hosts southeastern
state Earth Day celebration.
See Earth Day Coverage

pp. 8-9

Lillie Girls.

Stressing the importance of
knowledge of the heart and mind,

"The major satisfaction of work

satisfaction with one's work and

is the work itself," said Blanche
McCrary Boyd, writer-in-residence and guest speaker, at
Wednesday night's honors and
awards program .
Boyd has been the writer-in-residence at the college since 1982.
She is the author of several writings, including the short story The
Black Hand Girl and the soon-tobe-published novel Revolution of

self-confidence, Boyd delivered an
address titled, "No Advice."
She said that she would prefer to
share her "experiences,

strengths

and hope," than offer tips and counsel.
Boyd read two pieces that she
had written and orated over National Public Radio's All Things
Considered program.
Sec Awards p. 7
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Earth Day Tomorrow?
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Akbar Enlightens
European -American
Letter to !he Voice:

I am a white American woman. I had the opportunity on April 7 to hear Dr. Na'im Akbar speak. and I want
to express how I reacted to his thought-provoking ideas. In last week's "Racism: Stumbling Block to Diver1121 .. """'_",
__
G
dIuIcIDa Al'rlcaa sity" article only certain aspects and comments of Dr. Akbar's speech were interpreted. it is important that
the college community understands the context in which he was speaking.
'I'
hella COC'Bllu .. "req
speciIIIJre......,
Dr. Akbar came to Connecticut College to encourage African-American students to think independentl y and
....
II OM
,._"'
rtq·.Ilnt...,.,Maylle
.,,...2IhrlJlIJft,pl. PIrnrer
_
to get in touch with their individual selves. His ideology of individual growth through self-knowledge inspired
(M' hf••• ,.... __
.. 1 ' t ..... M1Ileo ... ......,.
BarllJ
me as a woman and a person who firmly believes in each person's necessity to know themselves,
,... ... Craq~
.........
Real education. Dr. Akbar asserts and [ agree. begins with self-education. His position is that AfricanAmericans. as a community of individuals, are trained in a society that was not formed with their needs in mind .
In' lIlt'i '\III
lIlII2 ..
_ .....
As he explains in his hook. Community of the Self.
"Every community has an independent voice. It is the independent voice of a people that is expressed in their
•• J:I!Ic;:peJ
'l'.. ~
.....
culture ... the independent voice does notrequire us 10 dominate anyone else, but it does require us to dominate
tItt...... "
,..
(or control) ourselves."
'teI;lJo
Pli r
This is the core of Dr. Akbar's message. In his lecture on April 7•he expressed this theory using hyperbole and
dramatic language. which has caused controversy. I must admit that Iwas disturbed as I listened to him speak.
worried that African Americans would be bitter and resentful towards me as a white American for being part of
~
the oppressive majority. However. when I saw how the audience reacted. I realized that my naive fears were
unfounded. The African -Americans did not leave the auditorium embittered and resentful towards their longtime
oppressor: they were rather inspired to actively pursue their heritage and culture so that they will enable themselves to make intellectual connections to which they can relate. Akbar puts it eloquently in Community of the
Self.
"The problem that faces us almost 120 years after political emancipation is the need for psychological emancipation. We have not regained our freedom because we have not l<;arned to listen to the inner voice of ourselves.
We still listen only to the ideas, interpretations. explanations, and directions that are given to us outside our communities,"
His purpose is not to assess blame: he was speaking to a group of individuals who are united in their alienation
from the mainstream. Everyone, no matter what race. gender. or creed, has the right and the need for self-know Ie
edge. and Dr. Akbar speaks on behalf of African-Americans
in this struggle for real education.
.
While Connecticut College is making steps in the right direction towards diversity. we cannot optimistically
deny that race does impose real barriers in our society. Any African-American or other minority will tell you
that. and will probably have some good stories to tell you to illustrate this point. Dr. Akbar knows this as well
as any other African-American. and his theory recognizes the cultural and spriritual differences that exist among
different.peoples. Labeling him a racist for merely recognizing this indeniable factis foolish. Equal we all should
be. yes: equal. but different. all of us with indigenous gifts to offer our world.
...'
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Sincerely,
Colleen Shanley, '93,
Treasurer of SOAR
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After leaving Professor/Economist
Galbraith's lecture. "Revolution in our Time." I was somewhat upset. [
was bothered that our loving President Claire Gaudiani had not called on me to ask a question. even though I had
my hand raised the entire time. was standing and wearing a bright yellow shin. Perhaps she knew that I was going
to ask a question ortwo that would challenge much of what had been said and more importantly. challenge some
of the beliefs of the audience. Had [been called upon [would have asked. "[sn't West Gennany. which as you
say is doing so well. Socialist?" and secondly. "How is our capitalistic Cree enterprise system. which is based
on private ftrms externalizing costs, exploiting the environment and encouraging overconsumption
going to
adapt to the growing global ecological crisis?"
Galbraith seemed to leave the impression that the U.S. system had adapted enough and is just fine the way it
is. While he did mention socialized health care. providing the homeless with shelter and reducing the defense
budget (all of which I also suppon). he did not mention that the growing belief that C.apitalism is what causes
these problems in the frrstplace. He once believed this. to quote the program. "[n Society instead a system instead
that caters to private wants (like faster. flashier cars) at the expense of public welfare (such as clean air and decent
housing)."
[havelearned that West Gennany ismn by social democrats. They have high taxes. low defense costs. a much
lower percentage in poveny or homeless. less class separation. solar cars and a growing Green Party. Sounds
beuer than the system we are under in which women receive $.67 on the dollar that men get for comparable work.
the richest I % has greater wealth than the bottom 90% and only fifty percent of those eligible to vote do so. This
is not democracy and equality our elected officials supposedly believe in. We must keep in mind we have the
best Congress money can buy.
[f any of this greedy. materialistic. hypocritical. polluting. unsustainable. racist. sexist. homphobic. elite. anthropocentric. bureaucratic, immoral bullshit happening on this planet today is pissing you off. I hope that you
join me in restructuring this system. How? There are lots of ways. including supponing localization of economies. encouraging bioregional self sufficiency. cutting the defense budget in half. workers' profit sharing. and
not believin' the hype. It's evolution, not revolution.
For the Earth!
Sincerely,
Daniel Lincoln Cramer '92
Deep Ecologist

VIEWPOINT
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~
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In Defense of Dr. Na'im Akbar
Letter to the Voice:
I am writing in response to
the article entiled
''Racism:
Stumbling Block to Diversity"
that appeared in the April 17 issue
of the Voice. My question to the
author is: are we living on the
same planet? More specific, are
we both members of American
Society?
First of all, allow me to correctan error Ms. Klatzkin made in
defining my ethnicity: so-called
"black" people, whether or not
they were born on the continent of
Africa, the Caribbean or the

Americas, are African in origin.
Second, I do not have the alloted space to respond to all of the
insulting, thoughtless
remarks
made within the article. I have
been selective and chosen those
aspects of that article which
pushed the riot button within me.
I do not think Ms. Klatzkin' s
desire to study her history is
analogus to any person of African
descent need to study her or his
legacy. People of European descent have always had the privilege of learning about themselves. This' society, American
society, was created by Europeans for Europeans. If every institution is structured to maintain
European American culture, then
why was it a problem when Dr.
Akbar discussed a plan to create

transfusion because of his skin
color. He arrived at a hospital and
he died. Where are Wole Soyinka,
James Baldwin, Chinua Achebe,
Maryse Conde, Langton Hughes
and Zora NeaJe Hurston? Who will
tell of the deeds of Demark Vessey
and Toussaintl'Ouverture?
If the
people African descent will not
document their heritage and the
legacy it leaves us, then who will?
Do not misunderstood me, I have
nothing against appreciating other
cultures once I can learn about and
appreciate my own. We (people of
African descent) need to study our

all of whom are women. Should I
continue? Ms. KJatzkin, the• African Americancommunity
has to do
everything
short of run their
tongues along the shoes of Connecticut College's administration
to instill acourse within the curriculum. Even though we are given a
course, there are some things that
Connecticut College will not teach
us. The transatlantic slave trade, if
left up to the majority of European
American scholars would be depicted as an ugly part of "our" nation's history that should be forgotten. We should-move on and live
theoreticians, writers, poets. inven- together in peace. There is no peace
Likemany
tors and political scientists. Tell orharmonyinmyheart.
me, Ms. Klatzkin, what type of Jewish people, people of African
descent have suffered a holocaust
effect would it have on your psyche
if you were not reflected in this so- We lost over 250,000,000 people
during the four-hundred years of
ciety?
Ms. Klatzkin, knowledge is enslavement in this country. The
power. Without knowledge of my ramifications of slavery are still afhistory and culture I am powerless.
fecting the African American comEuropean American education is munity. Currently, there are over
not universal. Knowledge of my four million homeless people in this
people gives me an identity, pur- country. Two thirds of those people
pose and direction. I will never are families and 70% are people of
African descent According to the
receive that from a European
American education. Dr. Akbar is data compiled by the Howard Unicorrect when he asserts " ... as students at Connecticut College, the
only thing that you'll ever be is an
educated slave until you begin to

but an

uncover the realities of who you
are." I can never become "captain
of my soul" if Iam tied to someone

institute, that focuses on African
heritage, especially when the history of people of African descent
has been excluded from elementary. secondary and college curriculums. I have learned about the
world according to everyone else.
Ihave read enough Shakesbear for
my lifeyime.
I, as everyone,
know that Thomas Edison invented the incandescent
light
Yet, no one mentions Louis Lattimore, the African man who created the light bulb, or Dr. Charles
Drew, who invented
blood
plasma and was denied a blood

else's identity.
Ms. Klatzkin, you present
Connecticut College as if it is some
great institution that is making
enormous slrides towards true diversification. Currently we have
four courses that are taught by and
about people of African descent.
Out of the full and part time faculty
of 148 there are four African
American teaching faculty members, all of whom are male, one of
whom is a Dean. In the class of 1990
there are eighteen people of African
descent out of a class of 471 students. There are only five juniors,

an institute, not a college

/

versity Institute for Urban Affairs,
for people of African descent in this
country the infant mortalitiy rate is
27.6 per 100,000 people as compared to 14.1 per lOO,OOOforEuropean Americans. The death figures
for African American males are
staggering:
cancer
179.2 per
100,000 ; heart attacks 176.5 per
100,000; accidents, strokes and
hemorrages 79.3 per 100,000 and
homicide 55.9 per 100,000, bring. ing jhe total to 590.8 deaths per
100,000. These figures do not include drug related deaths or suicides, which are extremely high
and far out of proportion for our
population.
Ms. Klatzkin, Connecticut College is not exonerated
from the racism which you find a
stumbling block.
Dr. Akbar has been described
as a pessimist, a racist, a sexist and
a seperatist I contend that he is an
African American man who loves
his people. He examined our situation from an intelligent, historical
perspective. Dr. Akbar broke it
down and told it like it is the truth.
He, as am I, is dedicated to the
struggle and survival of African

~~

'.
.

J

people everywhere.
Dr. Akbar.swanted us to realize and understand
i!;
what happens to us at predomi- .~
nately white institutions. We need ~
to edify ourselves so we can cure as
well as prevent some of the problems that exist within the African
d'
American community. I am tired of ~
men of African descent establishing the firsts such as the first murdered, first under-employed,
first
fired, first confined to a mental
institution, first imprisoned, first
lynched, first involved with drugs
and alcohol, first miseducated, first
denied normal benefits of this
country, and the first blamed for
"black problems." Dr. Akbar never
said that he was anti-European
American. He asserts himself as a
pro-people
of African descent.
However, if that suggests that he is
anti-anything, the individuals who
chose to deem him as such have a
problem. Until people of African
descent possess self-knowledge,
we will remain adversaries.

:g

'"

Sincerely,
Pam Little, '90
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Mistakes Should Not
be Repeated
,
Letter to the Voice:
On Apri130, Dr. Julianne Malveaux will present a lecture entitled, "A Historical Analysis of Black Men and
Women in the U.S. Labor Force." Julianne Malveaux, Ph.D., economist and writer, is a member of the visiting faculty in the African American Studies Department at the University ofCalifomia, Berkeley.
Malveaux will appear at a time when Connecticut College seems to be encountering more and more issues
of diversity. This academic year has experienced many great orators who have aroused the consciousness of
many members of the college community. A sad reaJity to this fact is that there seems to be a small group of
students attending these functions. Those who have little or no interest in issues of diversity don't realize how
they are being cheated out of an education which prides itself on academic excellence. They are being cheated
simply because excellence by definition entails the study of all cultures (African cultures, Asian cultures, European cultures, Native American, etc.).
Malveaux's lecture is not "a plan to institute a college to focus solely on African History" (as Lauren H.
KJatzkin interpreted Dr. Na'im Akbar's speech in the April 17 issue of The College Voice), but how is it that
a person with a Ph.D. (or someothertype of degree) can be recognized as an international scholar and only have
knowledge in and of onecuJture (especially one that is not his or her own)? That person is simply an "educated
slave" who knows nothing about the multicultured and interrelated world in which she or he lives in.
We have to understand that the racism that exists in the world, and on the campus of Connecticut college,
is not "a black thang" or ..the Asian's dilemma or not even "the Jewish people's problem." We as a society
often systematically forget that if we go back far enough there seems to be more non-African people at the root
of''The Black Thang,' more non-Asian people at the source of'1he Asian's dilemma and more non-Jews who
brought forth ..the Jewish people's problem." We have to examine our actions in the past which brought about
the consequences of today so that we may begin to solve our problems (and move towards diversity) without
repeating our old mistakes or creating new ones which the past teaches us to avoid.
Malveaux is moving us in the right direction by presenting a modem day problem from a historical
perspective. I advise all of the college community to attend this event on Monday April 30. If the college
community (or even society asa whole) fails tocome to grips with our problems and move towards"grass roots"
solutions, then how long will we remain the melting pot that does not melt?
Sincerely,
Warren Wells, '92

FEATURES
Graduates Impart Post-Conn
Survival Techniques
by Maria Garriga
1be College VoIo!

Many seniors, contemplating the prob.~ lems of where to live and how to get ajob and
~ home after graduation, attended the Seminar
on Survival held on April 17 to hear Con-~ necticut College alumni offer advice. The
~ seminar was co-sponsored by the Alumni
~ Board and the Office of Career Services.
Four recent graduates from New York,

j>

tive unemployment," she explained.
Elaine Brenner, '87, lives near Boston and
works as a recruiter for an employment
agency. She recommended that graduates
start out in the Cambridge Summerville
area. The city is strong in bioteehnical and
financial industries, but Brenner cautioned
that the job market is "very competitive.
Many students are coming out at the same
.
time with a four year degree, [but] you Just
need to get your foot in the door."
Erik Haslun, '86, lives in Hartford and

Washington, Boston, and Hartford
spoke at the event.
Alumna
Anne
Mickle, '89, lives in '~
New York City and ':;
currently works for g
the admissions de- t3
partment at Colum- ~
bia
University,
§
where she is also ~
pursuing a master's ~
_ degree.
She said '~
that "you've got""
moremomentum"

works as an
underwriter.
He showed a
lot of enthusiasm
about
Hartford since
in the city,
"you can be a
starter
and
there's a lot of
areas you can
work in and be
successful."
As in New

Erik Haslun,'86, AnneHolland,'86,
AnneMickel,'87, and ElaJoe Brenner,'87

when going directly
to graduate school after leaving Connecticut
College. She added, "you know what you're
doing [while] people who come back after
five years [ask], 'How do you write a paper?'"
Anne Holland, '86, lives in Washington,
D.C. and works at an international publishing firm. She is very enthusiastic about the
city and is adamant about its safety. She emphasized the variety of job opportunities in
the city. "Washington has practically nega-

Y or k and B 08-

ton, parking is
very expensive in Hanford and there are
"awful traffic problems." However, Haslun
also considers the city "small and extremely
manageable."
All of the alumni emphasized the role of
networking in fmding employment and
housing. In addition, they recommended
checking local newspapers and university
bulletins for roommates, group houses, and
apartments.
The seminar concluded with advice from

j
]
~
~
.....
~

~

~
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Claire Gaudlani, '66, president of the rollege, participates in the Cyclathon

The Life Cyclathon,

1:00 p.m,
two-thirds
cyclists

held in Cro lobby

1:00 p.rn.,

until Fridayat

of the slots were tilled.
encouraged

others

were tilled. The money
and a stair master,

from

19 at

April

Initiallyonlyabout

The sight of sweaty-faced,

to sign up so that

raised

Thursday,

was a success.
all

happy

96 half-hour

will go to purchasing

more

slots

life cycles

<,

financial consultant Paul Rogers, '85. He
emphasized three points - the importance of
job health. insurance: investments and sav-

ings, and the need for caution with credit
cards. Rogers can be reached through the
Alumni Office.

As you race to the finish of the school yea~
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINISH"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one ofthese
great prizes:

GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER
An all-expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the

1990 Tour de France.
FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS
A Raleigh Assault" or Finesse' All-Terrain Bike.
SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack.
THIRD PRIZE-I, 000 WINNERS
A sports water bottie.

,-

I.}

Q

t

. To enter; just race over to the campus
hsted at nght and ask to take a free test
one of our featured desktop PCs. It just
the most rewarding test of your college

contact
drive on
might be
career!

ZENITH DATA SYS7E'MS INNOVATES AGAIN~

ZENITH"

data systems lui

Buy APe,

Get A Bike FREE!
Buy any of our
qualifying
desktop systems' at
a great student price,
andget a Raleigh
All-Terrain Bike
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Now at:

~--:;~~k
,,'.

(

..' •c\

1~~sW
,

""' .... .p

computer

.,
Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At
The Most Exciting Race In Europe ... The Tour De France!

HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990!
Graphics simulate Microsoft-

L

Store

----'-

Windows, a product of Microsoft Corporation.
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Floating Mission Provides
Hope for Needy

countries. Every one of them is volunteer,

by EJlen Cole
The College Voke

Ships come and go in New London harbor.
From the submarines that sneak in and out of
the Thames River to the ferries that shuttle
commuters over Long Island Sound, it is
easy to overlook some of the vessels that
appear at New London's docks.
But at least one ship anchored here right
now should not be overlooked. The Mercy
Ship Anastasis, a
traveling hospital
and outreach center, set anchor
April 12 at Admiralty Pier, where
the ship is open for

tours.

from thecaptain to the doctors to the galley
workers. In fact, every long-term crew
member pays a monthly fee to be on the
ship, which covers the cost of their room
and board. U.S. citizens pay $150 per
month, while those from poorer countries
pay less. Most crew members are sponsored by friends, family, schools or
churches since they cannoteam the money
while on board.
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The Anastasis, a ~

former cargo liner,

.9

brings medical and ~
other supplies to.~
underdeveloped
g
Christian
coun- ~
tries. On board are ~
three operating'ii
rooms, a dental ~

-

office,
room,

an x-ray ~~~~~~~~~~-;~~~~~""";~~~~~~~~~~~~
a

medical

The Mercy Ship Anastasis docked at New London Harbor

YW AM office, and one day
he signed up. But he soon
began to feel that his actions
were selfish: "I felt bad after
afew weeks on the ship," he
said, "because I was just
doing my own thing, filling
my dream of going to sea."
Now, he says, he feels that he
was guided all along toward
the Anastasis. "If 1 look
back through the years, Ican
see that these things just
worked together (to bring
him to the Mercy Ship)."
Peggy
Cooper,
a
spokesperson
for the

~

Volunteers Rally to
Enhance Community
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OPEN 24 HOURS
EVERY DAY/EVERY NIGHT

members on the Anastasis, representing 35

*DONUTS
*MUFFINS
*CHEESE ROLLS
*CINNAMON BUNS
*CROISSANT
WH~
'COOKIES
*PASTRIES
*SPECIALS
(203) 443·2320
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*COFFEE
*TEA/HERBAL TEA
*SODA
*SOUPS
'SANDWICHES
'HOT DOGS
*TURNOVERS
'SAUSAGES

The Whole Donut 0' New london

Mystic'il Celellriit'd Victorian Landrt/9.rlt·

New London ShOpping Center
256 So. Frontage Ad.

portL.M.d~

New Lonoon, CT 06320
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!be UIliledS ...
will joiIll'on:es fer !be GrtJIt
TIle IIIlJ ' III ~
will go to two low Income IloBsiDa projecu hi New Londoa
'"
to work.
Working willi residents from !be JiaIeS Woods and
Winthrop Project bomea. SlUdenls will clean np and plaDt
shrubs. TheGn'al1hmge'cCleanupissponsoredbylocaIbusinesses andalumni. Alumni werensked todonalefrom fivelD
IOOdoDars to theproject. The money goes lhroogh thetlevelopmcnt ol'lke at Conn and wiD be donated lD fivearea shelters and soup banks.
AnastaThe two coordinators of !be fifIh annual Great H1IIIgIlI'
sis, ex- CIlmIup are Kim Harding, '92. and David Yampanis, '93.
plained
The purpose is not onIy.to raise money for those shelters and
t hat
soupkilcheus.buttogive the housing projeclsa"facelift, "acf u I I- cordinglDHarding. Shesays,"!t'sanopportunityforpeople
tim
e who can't volunteer on a weeltly basis lD do something good
ere
w for the community," On !be same day tbatSlWlents will be at
memthe housing projects, the city of New London will sponsor a
bers are beautification project, "Green-up, Clean-up," The city wiD
almost
plant trees downtown tbat day.
always
Vohmteers for the Great Hunger Cleanup will work with
bornthe residents of Bates Woods and Winthrop. It will bean all
again
age joint effort, with residents from ages five to fifty workChristians who are willing ing with the student volWlleetS. Harding bas attended a
to spread the Gospel along number oftenantmeetingsand said, ''1heyarereallyexcited
with their humanitarian aid. and looking forward to the cleanup.
But not everyone who vol;
.She alsO stated thattbey areexpecting from 400 to 5OOSlUunteers on the Anastasis dents lDparticipate in !beevenL TheSludenlll will bo IlIken in
has a 'calling,' according school ~a \0 the ~
and work from 1:10 \0 4:10

I

~

J
I

lab and an eye examination room, in addiFull-time volunteers with the Anastasis
tion to cabins for all the crew and other
commitforaone-yearinvolvementwilh
the
facilities that make this ship more like a
ship, while associate crew members vol unsmall town at sea. Its all-volunteer crew
teer on a shan-term basis. Their commitadministers badly needed medical and denment may be for as little as two weeks or as
tal attention to people in third-world counmuch as three months. Some associate crew
tries, while providing training and
to Sharon Beals, a S1IIidll.Y~DOOn.nofi;l(l(l~lJ*tk~_Meducation in fanning, building. pertour guide on the nated b)'1ocal com;anles J!llIbasCoke,.8essSaton Ifonu/$,
sonal hygiene and health care.
ship. "!t's not al- and the Nissen bakery.
Some associate crew members come
Youth With A Mission (YWAM),
III CClljunelion with the CJeallUp en SwldaY. stIda., are
ways a call," she
back [to the Mercy Ship eyery year,
an international inter-denomina.helPg nsked \O.skip diJlnet. on Wac sday. April ~, Tho
said, "especially
tional Christian organization, operfor our associate money raiIledwill go !be .$IlIlO five OIph Pllnm; 88
to spend a few weeks • sometimes
ates the Mercy Ships as pan of its
members
who ~from
bUsmmu anda!llmlli.
their only vacation - helping others.
mission outreach program. On its
Hardingiaellllnl$iastieandveryoplim~about~
come just for a few
last mission, the Anastasis visited
expJainecl tbl1t "all lhe~'
weeks. They just ~Qe/mup.She
the Dominican Republic, where its
want to help some- ~
leal\y.makcs adil'fetvllce."
crew built homes, latrines, shelters
where."
members come back every year, to spend a
The AnastaSis, docked at
and a feeding center, performed 383 surgifew weeks, sometimes their only vacation,
cal operations, and administered dental care
Admiralty Pier
in New London,
helping others.
to over 2,000 people.
HONOR CODE ALL-CAMPUS
DISCUSSION:
is open for tours
The age of crew members ranges from 18
While docked in New London, the Anas(the minimum) to 60, with the average
through May I.
tasis will collect hundreds of thousands of
Students. faculty and administrators
are inHours are Tues.,
around 29. There are also children on board
dollars in medical supplies from hospitals
vited
to
join
the
me
mbers
of
the
j-Board
for a
I
-8pm:
Wed.
to
with
their
fainilies.
The
children
play
and
and clinics around the state, which will be
Sat.,
9
a.m.
to
4
ride
their
tricycles
over
the
ship's
huge
discussion of the Academic Honor Code, cheatused to outfit an entire hospital in Poland, its
p.m.; Sun., 1-5 ing on college campuses
decks and attend regular academic classes at
next destination. Monetary donations will
and the results of the
p.m. A donation
also be sought to help offset the cost of an on-board school.
Honor Code campus survey.
of $2.00 is sugPer-Olaf Jonsson is a seaman from Swesailing to Poland. The ship will consume
4:30 p.m.
gested. For inden and a memberof the Anastasis crew. He
$90,OOOoffuel on its next trip. Also in New
Blaustein
210
formation
call
says that he had a longing to go out to sea
London, the Mercy Ship crew members will
437-1929.
since he was a boy, but didn't follow
speak at area churches and schools to recruit
through with it. When he was older, his civil
new crew members for the ship.
service job was next door to the local
Currently there are about 350 crew
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Science
Majors
Unye

A group of eight Conneclicut
students gave science
presenllIlionsatllte National Confennce 00 Undeqpaduale Resean:h at Union College this
weekend. The SlUdenIS were chosen by faculty in order ID 'recognize their tremendous achievement, • said M-'chael Monee, associate professor of physics.
About 1300 students from all
over the country came together at
this conference ID present projects
from all disciplines, including
music and the humanities.
The Conn students were: Sarah
Bamford, '90, Jason Howe, '90,
Sarah Olsen, '90, Ralph SL Fan,
:90, Usa Bryan, '90, Eric Freeman, '90, Tom Rattier. '90, and
College

Dana Madison, '90.
Bamford,

Howe and Olsen

..
fly's

iJJIJ Ii
1'1whiIo .,.
...
I'feeIIIeadiJ(Jla)adapoaerOllQl
.........
coDiJion. HIllier also
1

posJer. disp/a)ing
vaiousprinciplesofmoJcculirbioIogy. MadIson's .. 51 lIarion involved tile wOO< be Iw done in
isofaIing and purifying III il:enuclealor protein in a -U. melam-

bidsJIoIus.
Madison called his selection 10
tile cooference 'a great hooor and

fJI'S

a welcome exposure 10 what we
going inlO research and graduate
careers are going ID experience.'
Bryan believes dial lite research
done by her and her colleagues
represents a great step for the science department of Connecticut
College. "This conference lets
people realize lbe kind of quality
research that can be done here.
For a school of its size. Connecticut College has unusually fine
facilities which permit high calibreresearch such as that going on
now. n said Bryan.
~once called lbeconference"a
great success. Therewasanexcellent turnout and everylbing, in
general, went exlrelllely well:

Conn Honors
Academic Achievements
Continuedfromp.l

In addition, she related knowledge gained
from her molber, childhood and life experi-

ences.
"It is always to your advantage to be underestimated _.. it's always to your advantage to
be overestimated too. We need estimation;
we need judgment," said Boyd.
Claire Gaudiani, '66, president of lbe college, and Robert Hampton, dean of the college, presented over 125 awards.
Among lbe awards given, Betsy Grenier,
'91, Kevin Dodge, '92, and Molly Embree,
'93, were recognized as the Helen Lehman
Buuenwieser Scholars, a distinction given to
one student from lbe junior, sophomore and
freshman classes, who combines outstanding
leadership and scholarship.

Najjab Encourages Communication
political solution," said Najjab. Despite the "change in PLO leaderTho College Voice
ship attitudes" and "renunciation of
On . Wednesday night, Jamal.~
terrorism," there is no dialogue
Najjab, field organizer for the Arab ~
with Israel. "Realize lack of talk is
American Institute, stressed the..
not a solution. We 've got to talk,"
dire need for communication.
he added.
Najjab is the second and final ~
..
Najjab expressed his desire to
speaker in a series on conflict in the ~
~
keep his speech short in order to
Middle East.
spend more time discussing the
Arin Stone, '90. SOAR liason to ~
issue with the audience. Several
La Unidad, before introducing-g
questions were raised, and Reg
Najjab, described herrecent visitto :l1
'" ~'-__
Edmonds, '92, said, "This is such a
Israel. Slone told of her disappointJamalNalJab
personal issue that it seems inment upon discovering that a simiAfter summarizing the history of probable that a solution will be
lar speech designed to investigate
thePalestinans,Najjabspokeoflbe
reached in the near future. Talking
the issue of a Palestinian state was
intafada, an Arabic word, which 'is the first step, but the second step
deemed "propaganda" in Israel.
translates "shaking off.",
towards understanding is a long
Najjab, an Arab-American, r--------::------way away."
received a degree in journalAfter the discussion, J. Alan
.
f rom th e U'mversity
. 0f
'Realize lack 01'
Ism
'J talk is
Wimer, professor of sociolTexas and worked as a reporter
nota solution. We'Yegot
ogy, and Najjab continued to
for two years on the West
to talk. '
discuss the issues. One of
Bank. Currently his job is to
Najjab's concerns was the inempower some of the two and
_ Jamal Najjab, field
fluence of America on Israel.
a half million Arab-Amen•
f
said, "as Americans,
orgamzer or the Arab Najjab
cans.
we must have some sort of
According to Najjab, "Many
American Institute
response. Four billion dollars a
are unfamiliar with the Ameriyear sent to the Israelis must
can political process. My job is
have some sort of answer. It does
to mobilize and get people politiAccording to Najjab, the inta- not mean cuttheaid off completely;
cally active, and lbere have been fada began on December8, 1987 as it would be inhumane. But we need
very good responses. There are
a way of boy cOlling and protesting a solution. With all the wonderful
twenty-two Arab-Amencan mayIsrael'slreatmentofthePalestinian
changes in Eastern Europe, why
ors across lbe country and during
people
can't we find a solution?"
the Democratic National ConvenIt showed that the occupational
Stone said, "My objective was to
tion of 1988, lbe issue was destatus quo is "unacceptable and bring educated speakers fTomeach
bated."
there is no military solution, only a side."
b,W,..Lo ...

The Kalberine Finney Awards, in honor
of the former professor, acknowledging
leadership, responsibility and integrity,
were given to Michelle de Ia Uz, '90, and
Carla Munroe, '90.
Too PreSIOn, '91, was honored with the
Judy Bailen Kateman, '65, Outstanding
Senior Prize.
The Student Government Association
Excellence in Teaching Awards were
given to Peter Sacco, director of orchestra
and assistant professor of music, and Stevenson Carlebach, department chair and
assistant professor of theater.
Carlebach said, ''I'd like 10 thank my
students, who have relentlessly been forcingmetobe beUer." Saccowasnotpresem
at the ceremony.

College Community Ranks
Strategic Plan Goals
COnliNWifromp.

J

SGA, asked Assembly members to voice
additional goals they considered important
before continuing debate on lbe proposed
sixteen goals.
Because of the large task before the Assembly, Munroe asked that discussion about
the sixteen goals be confined to negative
comments.
N. Jansen Calamita, '90, house senator of
Abbey, expressed some reservations with
lbe wording of the goals concerning diversification of class material. Although he supported lbe rationale behind diversification,
Calamita said, "I believe in the sanctity of
the classroom."
Huao Hwang, '91, chair of academic affairs, explained lbat professors will maintain lbe right to determine class material, but
the goal will be 10 promote awareness and
information that teachers may opt to incorporate.
A goal to "strenglben creative, social,
cultural, and intellectual acti"ities amongst
students" received the attention of Stenhen

Mont jane, '92, house senator of Hamilton. Montjane said that the school must
commit itself to securing "intellectually
curious" sludents. "We need 'minds, not
games," he said.
Discussion over combining the lWo
goals of an increased non-white applicant
pool and diverse student body heralded
mixed reactions. The Assembly is reluctant to retain the separation of lbe two
goals because lbe list is limited to ten top
priorities.
The issue of fmancial aid for students.
studying abroad did not seem to be
widely supported when it came down to
narrowing lbe goals list. Munroe explained that the amount of money behind
this goal is very high.
An open campus meeting was held on
Sunday night to provide a forum for student vocalization of Plan priorities.
Munroe expressed atisfaction about lbe
meeting. "We managed to get everylbing
on lbe list that students are concerned
alxiu~" she said.

a
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NEWS
Committee
Clarifies
SGA
Positions

Assembly Supports
Pre-Labor Day Return
1991-1992 Calendar Decisions in Process
by Cbrls Simo
The College Voice

by Suzanne Pinto
TbeCollegeVoice

Changes of composition and further clarification
of established
roles on the executive board were
recently approved by the SGA AdHoc Committee on Student Gov-

ernance.
Kevin Dodge, '92, assistant to
the SGA president and co-chair of
the committee, said the goal is to
make the government work more
smoothly by decreasing bureaucracy and reevaluating each member's role.
Two of the most important
changes resulted in reassigned
roles for the vice president and the
parlimentarian. Tbe vice president
will now serve as the liaison between SGA and student clubs and
organizations.
This was previously the job of the club liaison

officer. The committee hopes to
promote greater interaction with
the Student Organizations Office.
The parlimentarian will take on
the former duty of the vice president "as a coordinator of all of the
student government committees.
The parliamentarian
will make
weekly reports to the SGA Executive Board and quarterly reports to
the Student
Assembly,"
said
Dodge.
He explained that previously no
central place was available
to

New Magazine Proposal
Prompts Debate
Conunuedfrom

p.

concerned because of the amount
of revenue needed to fulfill the
founders' goals.
Although Grenier had argued
against financial considerations for
World View constitution passage,
she considers it important in this
situation.
She said that the financial con-

tor of Unity asked if the magazine
could be incorporated into an already existing publication.
Fisfis
believes that this is not a feasible
alternative, because of the discrepancy of publication goals.
Holahan said that consideration
of finances was important in this
instance, because "their purpose is
to create a really expensive maga-

straints were relevant because zine,"
"[the magazine founders] are distinguishing themselves with characteristics that require money.'
The production of this magazine
is considered extremely ambitious
and estimated to cost approximately $22,500 per academic year.
New organizations
are only eligible for $200 during their initial
year.
"I would tell you, this is a very
ambitious endeavor financially,"
said Grenier.
Fisfis said that he and Craig
Timberg, '92, co-founder, had "a
zillion thoughts about fundraising,' including grant appeals and
advertisements.
He said that three
ideas are under the planning stages
for the remaining part of this semester.

Supporting
approval
of the
constitution, Michael Borowski,
'92, house senator of Blackstone,
said, "Finances are not the only
thing that distinguishes this magazine."
Craig Aronson, '92, house senator of Branford, said, "the worst
thing that could happen, besides
their not getting off the ground, is
that we would have a better-informed campus,"
and recommended passage.
The constitution passed 16-5-5.
The Assembly
did pass a
constitution
unanimously
this
week. The proposal of Broaching
Inter-Racial
Diversity was approved.

wllll'i'U
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"We're very optimistic." said

inMyldc

Fisfis, adding later, "we really want
the chance to start,"
Doriel Lanier, '90, house sena$100-$100,0001
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The Admissions Office would like to
thank the entire College Community for
your assistance and
enthusiasm in support of our Open
House for admitted
students.

tabulate all the incoming information. With the change, the Committee members believe it will be
easier to establish committees in
the autumn and monitor them
throughout the academic year.
These new roles, along with
others, will solidify both positions
considerably.
Other changes were considered
in order to alleviate problems of
ambiguous structures. Most of the
issues concerning the president,
public relations director, assistant
to the president, chair of academic
affairs and J-Board chair were
clarifications of existing roles.
Dodge said, "We wanted to be
careful not to put too much structurf>:onto the Board because it put
too much autonomy on the jobs"
At the same time, by more clearly
defining each member's job, the.
committee is confident that the
board will run more efficiently.

Theadministration
has been considering changes to the college calendar for the 1991-92 academic
year, which proposes to begin
classes on September 5 after Labor
Day rather than at the end of August
The reason for the possible
change is the concern expressed by
some that it is difficult for students
to get summer jobs which require
employment
through Labor Day.
Such an alteration would cause
final examinations to end on December 22. The second semester
- schedule would remain basically
unchanged.
The draft calendar was the focus
of a special Contact Session and
SGA discussion.
The Assembly voted two weeks
ago to forward a counter-proposal
to Robert Hampton, dean of the
college, stating that classes should
begin on the usual day, August 29.
According to the SGA proposal,
however, no classes would be held
on Labor Day. The SGA decision
was reached 19-7-3.
One concern of many SGA
members was the short amount of
time before Christmas under the
draft calendar submitted by the
administration. Many believed that
the late date of vacation would nose
travel problems on students, especially international students.
"I

don't think we should force students to have to speed through
exam week," stated Tod Preston,
'91, Judiciary-Board chair.
Stephen Mont jane, '92, house
senator of Hamilton,
disagreed
and expressed the opinion that the
necessity of summer employment
should take precedent over travel
arrangements
which can be
planned far in advance.
Another reason for voting
against the later start of the year
was the pending possibility that
SGA willatternptto have fall break
weekend coincide with Yom Kippur, so that Jewish students could
return home easily. Ifclasses begin
after Labor Day, such a recess
would begin only two weeks after
the start of classes.
After receiving input from all
facets of the college community,
the administration will forward a
final proposal to be voted on at the
faculty meeting in May.
Robert Hampton, dean of the
college, said that the proposal
given to the faculty will most likely
be close to the "traditional calendar."
The 1990-91 calendar was set
last year and is not affected by any
of the present debate
PERESfROIKA
STUDY GROUP
June 19, 1990 - July 12, 1990
Moscow, Minsk, Kiev. RlvefbOllt to Qdesu

Contact
Internatlonal Educational Communications Ceoler
(919) 882·7711

Charal:lerizedbyil$(our-hourJcngthandIargeraudiencethanllSllll1,
lhis .....eek'sStudem
Govetnment ~ti,C)n
~g
involved lhepassage of by-law changes, debate over
ptuposed constitutions lIIId,the beginning of the student prioritizalion of SCrategic Plan
go.:;bY-iaW

cllanges,PfllJlOsedby

HuaoHwang,

'91,chairofacademicaCfairs,lastweek
,
Chairs w.iU take place in ~
spring, with the exception of two positions open to SCDlOfS. These will be v~
m
the autumn. In addition, Hwang incorporated a suggestion to have the chair lead m an
acting capacity until a fall VOle of confidence.
TheconstitutionofBroacbinglnter
-Racial Diversity (BIRD) passed 25"()"I. lIS purpose
is to facilitate discussions. support andinvolvementofbi-racial
and multi-edmic students.
The Connecticnt College Magazine Club proposaJ was not passed as easily. The
Assembly became embroiled in a debate over the duplicity and financial expectations of
theorganization.
Itdidpass,however,I6-5-S..
..•
The Assembly began the aniuous taSk of compiling a list of top ten student pnonues
concemingtheStrategicPlangoals.
CarIa Munroe, '90, presidentofSOA,explainedthe
rationales behind theexecutive boanis proposed 'lop 16' listand8sted
others tuadd any
gooIs Ibey regarded important.
Some housefelIows presented their llIIionales for a goal pledging IIlaeascd support for
bousefellows and residential life.
Munroe allowed each Assembly member to add any additional gooIs and
negative comments about any of the lop sixteen. Each senator was asked 10 hand m a list
of his or her top ten goals and urged 10 attend an aD-QIIlpu8 ~g
on Sunday oipL
Jim Momn, '92, sophomore class president, brietly explained a problem l1Iat the S0phomore CJass is experiencing with Senior Breakfast plans. Because Thames HaD ~
condemned, Campus Safety has forced the operations 10 relocate; however, Moran S81d
that the new location is inadequateandexpressedconcemaboutthebandlingofthemauer.
This issue will be discussed at next week's meeting.
Russell Yankwiu. '92 house senator of Marshall, outIined by-law changes, 10 be voted
upon on Thursday, chan~ng election guidelines for handicapped students. He woaldlilre
SGAloaDow these candidatesbelp from friendsdisttibutingJl8lllph!etsand
to$USpelld the
100 signature requirement
In addilion, Yankwitt suggested that the last day for pIalform submission be ~
10
the day aCler donn IoIteJy announcements.
kis currelIdy sdteduIed for the prevIOIIS day,
TodPteston, '91, J-Boardchair, lIIIJlOlIJItedlhatanaU-QIIlpusdiscussionontheHonor
Code will be held Wednesday, ApdI 24at4:30pJll.ln Blaustein 210,
N"lCOIe Bretk, '90, pubIit reIations directlx. reminded the Assembly that class and
senior pJualion speaker eletlions will take 11'- dIis Monday and Tuesday.

passed unanimOUSly. Elections for the Board of ~
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Officials Urge Tree
1
Maintenance
.~

.,

"Releaf" for Global Warming

~

I

.~::.:-_----Panel Challenges Audience
to Face the Ethics of
Environmental Issues
Panel addresses question of environmental

ethics

whole

i

group.

VisglIio
presented an economist's ~proach to du; ethics question, At the $arnC
tim,heattempledtobreakdu;common~te¢·
otype which portray~those in the. business
world as the arch_ies
of environmental-

ists,
HisviewwasthatlandshouldgOlOitsmost

vaIned use as opposed to being judged by its
illlangible inIrinsic values.
,....:-:.Vi.,;;tSi:.=:...i1io=aIso.:.:..:,caIIedfor awareness of "externaI coses," a term which
refers to those others af·
fecled by actions which
The panelists urged
they de) not~.
the audience to reGrouped with lIto~
Who are St(:l'eOtyped as
think its 'notions of

deln.eIotsliuln ·llW envi-

property.'
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holdings and investments. Trees are, undoubtedly, a worthwhile investment for
by Haden R. Guest
any town," he said.
'The College Voice
Every town in Connecticut has an appointed tree warden whose duty is to look
after all municipal trees, providing a careAs urban centers across the country grow
ful inventory of all "holdings."
and expand rapidly, community tree and
Yet Watson noted several problems with
plant life often suffers, said Jeff Campell, a
Connecticut's tree management services.
professor at the University of Connecticut
and one of the panelists at Wednesday's talk Not only do 90 percent of all Connecticut
towns lack a complete tree inventory, but
on the role-of trees in city environments.
35 percent of tree wardens have other jobs,
Although Campell called the role of trees
reducing
the amount of time they spend
in global 'Warming "questionable," he said,
.
maintaining
the urban forests. In addition,
"they are; however, our best line of defense
80
percent
of
Connecticut towns have no
against local warming, the best way to cool
tree
budgets
nor
tree ordinances.
our towns and communities."
Watson said, "the majority of
Campell called for an increase in education and awareness of the role of trees in work done to Connecticut's municipal trees is crisis recities and large towns, for they are "essential
sponse rather than regucomponents of any urban area."
lar maintenance and
Notonlydo trees reduce external temperaturesby 5-12 degrees by transpiring up to 100 upkeep." Watson
called for an ingallons of water daily, but they also provide
crease
in
shade which can reduce surface temperabot
h
tures of buildings by up to 16 degrees.
s t a ff
"Trees playa definite role in moderating
.and
local temperatures as well as reducing noise
pollution by 50 percent," said Campell.
Noise and temperature are at least twelve
percent higher in cities in than rural areas.
In a fiftv-vear lifetimea tree can also produce $31, 250 worth of oxygen while simultaneously removing the amount of carbon
dioxide produced by two average families.
funds
"We hear increasingly about tropical deforestation ... but we need to be careful to for urban
and
also remember the equally alarming deforescommunity
tation of trees in our urban areas in the U.S
forests.
where, for every tree planted, at least four are
He also stressed
removed," said Campell.
the importance
of
He added, "it would be too easy to simply
education, on proper tree
plant trees and then consider our problems
management.
"Too many
solved." Rather, Carnpell advocated maintimes I see trees carelessly
tainence and management of existing trees.
planted, directly under telephone
The second panelist Stanley Watson diswires or blocking signs, creating hazcussed the question of management of "urardous conditions. I think this is mainly
ban forests." Watson said that Connecticut's
urban forests are often poorly managed, lack - done out of ignorance," said Watson.
Campell concluded by appealing to the
ing both the funds and personnel to provide
audience
to "get involved in yourcommuthe required attention.
nity's
tree
care programs, if not by active
"It is essential that we have a thorough
inventory of all the trees in our cities and' participation in some organization, at least
by an increased awareness of the role trees
towns." said Watson. On an average, urban
Rememtrees are worth about $2,000 each and "it is play in our urban communities.
only in a town's best interest to protect its ber, think trees!"
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Pfefferlr::om-For!JIlIh approached Ihe situationftom Ihe~oflherelationofresponsibilities to actions, The R:SUltsoftarnpering wiIIt Ihe envnOlullCIttate DOtalways
readily visible and may not surface for seveoaI years.
She stressed the need to examine each aclion that we take.
matter how small. from
developing wetlands down to using an aerosolcan. Toberesponsib1e,shesaid,
we must
equate environmelltal ethics with collective
ethics or the net result for the welfare of the
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wllh loD&-teml group- gIlllIa 18 mlRd. As
NIeriIIg _It; land isabeady "dcNeIopecI"
IiJtdpopulateclwithilsownJllllUl'81wmmuoi.ties. AD II1lIJl does. he asseI1S. is "a11el'" what
exists.
His answer to du; question of whether or
nottodevelopistodevelopinanecologically
soundmlllUlCl3Jll!toalteraslittieaspossible.
Neiring continued to say that man must
invest du; minimum energy and receive the
maximum output.
Following these specific views, all the
panelists urged the audience to rethink its
"notions ofpropeny" and to realize that any
action taken against the environment's interests is an action against ourselves.

Student bands, such as Crazy Chester, provided entertainment
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New Animal Rights
Group to Mark
A wareness Day
by Chris Louis Sardella
The College Voice

In an effort to increase awareness of animal cruelty, Shannon Stelly, '91, recently
created the animal rights organization called
SPAM, Students for the Prevention of Animal Mistreatment.
Stelly, the president of the new student organization, is optimistic about the group's
goals and their efforts to increase awareness

on campus.
As a members for Students for a Clean
Environment, Stelly was interested
in many of the issues that SPAM
concentrates on now. Unsatisfied, Stelly noted, "They
couldn't devote enough
time to the issues
that I wanted to

explore."
In order
to campen-
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the use of meat
SPAM was also be featured at the Earth
Day celebration.
In respect to Animal Rights Day on Tues- ,e
day, April 24, 1990, Stelly has prepared two ~
events to celebrate the protection of animals. ~
Mark Braunstein, author of Radical Vege-~
tarianism, will be on campus that day to'l
lecture on "The Bco-Catastrophe of Meat- ~
I
Eating." Stelly will also have a table in the:;:
post office so that students have the opportu- ~
nity to sign a petition to prevent the mistreat- ~
ment of animals in the cosmetic industry
""7." .... ----.-.--------------'
Pat Hogue, '93, paints children's faces at -wEarth
Day fair

\
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Conn Hosts Celebration of Earth
Highrise project.
According to Dave Yampanis, '93, Great
Hunger Cleanup coordinator, the "Food Sal-

London attended the Earth Day festivities for
the first time.
"I hope that simply because Ibis is the

Connecticut College was the site of the vage Project" was designed to alert students
celebration of Earth Day's twentieth anniof the amount of wasted food on campus.
versary Sunday. The day was designed to
"The money from the Hunger Fast on
heighten awareness of man's impact on the campus will go toward local hunger proearth.
grams," said Yampanis. The Winthrop
The Earth Day festivities began at noon
Highrise Project involves planting shrubs
on Harkness Green with live entertainment
and picking up trash at the high rise.
from several campus groups: Weston ,------'----'---'------''------,

twentieth anniversary of Earth Day that
people will not get excited for today and then
forget all in a few weeks," said Jarvis.
Jarvis emphasized that her family was
making marked changes in their lifestyle as a
result of all that they had been exposed to
recently. For example, Jarvis stated, "My
children have been taking foil-lined

by Cathy Ramsey
The College Voice

Suh and, Julie Mueller, Kevin Galbraith, a Children's Dance presentation,
the Shwiffs, the Godspe/l cast, the

'J hope that simply because this is

the twentieth

anniversary

of

sate
Mumbleweeds, the Coco Beaux, the
Earth Day that people will not get
for the African Dance Ensemble, the Conn
time that- Cords, Crazy Chester, John Nesbitt and
excited for today and then forget
,:<f' her issues Amy Brown, and the Gong Show Band. all in afew weeks.'
i>~werenotreceivSeveral booths were set up on Harking, SPAM was nessGreenbycampusandlocalorgani. _ Madeline Jarvis, New London
YJ4,\j" born,
which now
zations for both public participation and
resident and fair visitor
meets every Tuesday
viewing.
o.VJo,...OO evening
at 8:00 p.m. in
One such exhibit was entitled, "Send
Your Thoughts to George," where one could
Participants throughout the area came to
.~-# Branford living room.
6<
Stelly encouraged students to write a letter or send a picture, reflecting an celebrate Earth Day.
Jim Mussier of Norwich and his wife and
attend these meetings to discuss the environmental concern, to George Bush,
children participate every year in the Earth
current issues that deal with the mis- president of the United States.
Other exhibits including topics such as Day festivities. The Mussier children .were
treatment of animals.
One issue of particular importance is the "Save the Rainforest," "Recycling," and part of the "Children's Dance PresenlJltion."·
"We are very pleased with the way the
policies of academic institutions in their use natural tie-dying.
A local exhibit designed to inform visitors college is involved with the community,"
of animals for experimental instruction.
said Mussier, "We feel Conn has alot to offer
Another issue is the consumption of tuna about rhe problems associated with disposthe community."
caught in fishnets. The same nets have able diapers was entitled "Diaper Service."
Liz Glover, of New London, represented
Madeline Jarvis and her family from New
trapped dolphins.
SPAM member Julie
Mueller, '92, is scheduled 1Odiscuss this the locally-owned and operated diaper servissue with students in the Deli who choose to ice. She urged visitors to replace disposable
eat this type of tuna. In addition to speaking
diapers with cloth diapers.
with students, Stelly plans to contact Matt
"I've never attended such a fair before, but
Fay, director of dining services, about the Ibis is very well organized and has a good
concern.
mix of groups representing environmental
Future ideas for the organization include issues." said Glover.
petitions and letter-writing campaigns to
One example of a student-organized exorganizations that are known to use questionhibit was the Great Hunger Cleanup table,
able methods with animals, a showing of the which focused on the "Food_Salvage Projfilm, "Gorillas in the Mist," and a forum on ect," the Hunger Fast, and the Winthrop
vegetarianism and proper nutrition without

.,.-..0'
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juice drinks in their lunches, which
cannot be recycled. Now I am packing
them cans or jars, which can be recycled."
Berta Nelson of Norwich and her
mother from Seattle, Washington were
together celebrating Earth Day.
"I celebrated the first Earth Days
twenty years ago," said Nelson, "and I
am delighted to see that it is still being
celebrated."
"I hope for you that the earth is in better
shape twenty years from now," she added.
Towards the end of the festivities on Sunday, Dan Cramer, '92, president of Students
for a Clean Environment, stated, "[the day
was] exactly what I was looking for- an ideal
day."
"It was fun and games with an informative
edge, combining many aspects of the school
and. the surrounding communities," he said.
"I hope everybody will live as if everyday
is Earth Day, because it is," he concluded.

Earth Day events will continue during the next week:
Lecture: "The Eco.Catastrophe of Meat·Eating," Mark Braunstein,
Tues., April 24 at 7 p.m. in Ernst Common Room.
Forum: Thames River and Long Island Sound Panel Discussion
Wed., April 25 at 8 p.m, in Dana Hall
Ceremony: Arbor Day, Glenn Dreyer, Arboreteum director,
tree tour starts 2:30 p.m, Shain Library and tree
planting ceremony at 3 p.m.

SCRRRA Recycling Facility in Groton
conducted tours this week.
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Galbraith Stresses Economic Adaptability
both Socialist and non-Socialist
nations. "Socialism failed to adapt
because it nurtured a particularly
oppressive and repressive bureaucracy," said Galbraith.
Although he said that bureaucracy is more dangerous in Socialist
countries, Galbrailh cited several
problematic bureaucracies in the
United States as well.
The expectation that the Eastern
European countries will
evolve into classical Capitalist systems is incorrect and
Socialism, Communism,
undesirable. He also refuted
jailed because it could not
the anticipations of instant
progress.
adapt to changing circum"It would be tragic, indeed,
stance, That must be our
were liberty there to be iden1
'
esson tOO.
tified with unemployment.
inflation and grave economic
• John Kenneth
deprivation," he said.
Galbraith, economist
Galbraith advised that lhe

European nations and the Soviet
;.; the same lime, however, he refuted Union view "the modem, socially.g the notion that pure Capitalism is a concerned state with a large protec!"!! reasonable option for the shifting tive and stabilizing role for governE... Eastern European nations.
rnent" as lhe sole alternative to pure
~ "It is not classical Capitalism thar Socialism.
~ the to hither Communist countries
Tracing the development of the
.. see as an alternative," said GaI- Socialist system, Galbrailh ac~ brailh.
knowledged, "in its initial stages,
8 He traced the history of Capital- Socialism was far from a failure."
..1! ism, citing lhe belief among many
Galbraith said lhat the syslem
E... that this system promoted a,
"
"highly unequal and even intol'Let us bear m mind that

~ C""'"'-lfr_p· J

erable distribution of power."
Galbraith said that the reality of
this vrew prompted "strong
conviction that lhe Capitalist
system could norand.in a com-

passionate world, should not
survive."
He said that implementation
of welfare stale programs after
the Great Depression "mitigated lhe hardships of the cruelties of lhe classical system."
Attributing the adaptation of
Capitalism to realization of the
need for participatory freedom,
Galbraith said, "The developed
economic system brings into being
a widerangeoftalents
... andallare

in a greater or less measure determined to be heard."
Galbraith said that the Eastern

Eastern

could not pass the "tests" of demand for consumer goods and the
development of self-motivation in
the area of agriculture,
Both of lhese tests, according 10
Galbraith, failed beeause they required some reliance upon the
market.
He also warned of problems associated with mass bureaucracy in

countries

provide

loans from stale banks toencourage
private resource development and
abandon its hesitation toward employer-ernployee relationships.
He added that his comments were
issued with "some reserve," because the Eastern countries are currently inundated wilh advice, both
positive and negative.
Galbraith said that United States'

Goldberg Internships Promote Indepth
Community and CoJJege Service

position for economic aid to the
changing nations is hindered by its
own "bureaucratic truth and constraining ideology."
Discussing this nation' s domestic difficulties, he stated, "No intelligent German would move from
Easl Berlin to the South Bronx."
He advocated some financial
assistance so that "economic liberalization is not seen as being synonomous with economic hardship."
"Let us bear in mind that Socialism, Communism, failed because it

could not adapt to changing circumstance. That must be our lesson 100. We adapt and have
adapted, but we are doing il much
too slowly," concluded Galbraith.
The audience gave Galbraith a
standing ovation.
Galbraith's presentation was the
annual Frederick Henry Sykes
Lecture. Claire Gaudiani, '66,
president of the college, professors, current Sykes Scholars and
student leaders had dinner with
Galbraith before the address.

Phillip Barnes, assistantprofessor of zoology, presenlelia poster
tided. "Variation of Flight Metabolism Wilhin a
Species of Drosophila," at the 31st an
Conference in Pacific Grove, CalW
Lynn Bariil, '89, was cobased, in part. on her lwnors tb

CatlJ)' Carlslln
Brunetti,
Collegeand_
theannuaI
St. Louis, Mi
presentati
on the
career development sessions held as part of last sommer's High
Scbool SlUdents Advancement Program.
.
Kana Dearborn, assisla/ll professor of dance, and Robert Torress, choreographed" A MidsumrnerNight's Dream" for the North
Shore Music Theatre in Beverly, Massachusetts. The production
opened Mlm;h 27 and closed April 12.

act as a peer educator in order to
In respect to community outbriagthecommunity theresourccs
reach, Adegbile commented on
that the college has to offer. Inadvarious projects including career
Beverly GoIdrltld, visiting assistant professor of child develOpThe Philip Goldberg Internships
dition, the interns should "increase
counseling workshops, such as a
ment, published an article. "Farly Lexical Acquisition: Rate, Conhave provided an opportunity for
student awareness and promote
WCNI internship that allows
letItand the Vocabulary Sputl," in the Feb. 1990volwne of Journal
active involvement in lhe Ne;:.:w.:..----=st:.:u.::d::en:::tc.o:p:.:art:.:i:.:c::!iP::a:::ti.::on::.l::.·n:.:o::th:::e::.r.:.co::m=___,eighleen-year-old high school stuof Child Langut.lUge.
London community
since
dents to work with disc jock1986.
'It's not enough to say that
eys at the radio station. RegiSpencer J. Pack, associate professor and chair of the economics
Now in its fourth year, the
nald Grover of the New Londepartment, has been awardedaDanaFellowshipfrotn
Yale Univerprogram is searching for two
education is important to
don HighSchoolguidancedesity. He will spend next year at Yale, where he will teach an
students to inlern al the
teenagers; we have to prove
paunent said. "I feel thallhe
undergraduate seminaron topics in the hislDry of economic thought,
Women's Center of Southeast•
h
'
Philip Goldberg Imernship
He will also participatein graduate works~ops.
em Connecticut and the guidit to t em..
program has been extremely
ance department of New Lon_ Debo Adegbile, '91,
successful over the pasl three
Barbara Zabel, associate professor of anhistory, was selected as
don Junior High School.
years and Debo has done an
a juror for papers 10 be delivered al the 13th A
.tney
Created and funded by lhe
Goldberg intern
excellent job this year- this
Symposiwnof American Art to be held atthe Whi
llseurn in
Sludent Government Associaprogram is making a great
New York on April 30.
tion, lhe program honors lhe com- munity outreach areas."
contribution to the kids."
mitrnentofGoldberg,aformerproFor lhe academic year 1989Joyce has coordinaled, among
fessor of psychology, to studem in- 1990, Debo Adegbile, '91, was
other things,lhe acquaintance rape
volvment in the community.
chosen for lhe guidance departworkshops that were fealured durWith administralive
support
ment al New London High School,
ingthis year's orientation program.
from lhe Office of Volunteer and and Karen Joyce, '92, for the
During Women's
Awareness
Communily
Services,
SGA
Women's Center.
Week, Joyce prepared bultons that
chooses Iwo students who will
Concerning his internship at
heighlened the college commuwork at the selected institutions for New London High, Adegbilecomnily'sconcernforrapevictims.
She
approximately ten hours a week menled, "It's nol enough to say lhat
hasplayedanactiveroleinincreasNew One Hour Photo in Downtown New London.
starting in September. As liaisons education is important to teeningawarenessofwomen'sissuesat
to OVCS, the interns mso identify agers; we have to prove ilto lhem.
Connecticut College throughoul
Specializing in
the need forstudent volunteerposiWe have to use positive influences
the year.'
one hour photo deveioping
tions lhroughout the communily.
to offset the negative ones in many
Applications are available at
custom enlargements
SGA also hopes the inlern will sludenlS' lives."
. OVCS for inlerested sludenlS.
frames and photo albums
by Chris Louis Sardella
The College Voke
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ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
~~~====~~~~~~~~~~~~
ON STAGE:

Maltby & Shire are
Better Than
Ever With
Closer Than.Ever
Closer than Ever is one of the
very few musicals of the season
that can rely on its strong score.
The music is catchy and the lyrics •
Composer David Sire and lyriare smart;"'I'm moving ahead. not ~"
cist Richard Maltby, Jr., the songsure of the way/ and yet there's a •
writing team that brought Baby to
light that I'm heading for/it's closer ~
Broadway,
have found themthan ever." This asset enables the ';
selves with an off-Broadway hit
show to come off with relatively ~
with Closer Than Ever. The resimple look that works well. The ~
vue-style show, playing at the insparse set consists of several doors, ~
timate Cherry Lane Theatre, takes
costume
changes are minimal, and
a sometimes
funny and often
the
two-person
"orchestra" contouching look at that much-casists
of
a
piano,
guitar,
and sometered-to group of'thirtysomething'
time-bass.
Americans.
Maltby's direction keeps the
Maltby and Shire take us to a
numbers moving. The only aspect
four -door room not unlike the hall
of production which slacks off is
of doors in Alice in Wonderland.
Marcia
In each of
Milgrom
the songs,
In a mirror that has been
Dodge's
new characmade for us to take a look at
musical
ters emerge
staging. At
from these
ourselves, the show's musical
times it apdoors to tell
numbers create situations that
pears too
their stories.
ultimately deal with the inevisimple.
Unlike the
table
passage
of
time.
While the
tales
of
spoof
of
WonderL-.
"" the
exerland, however, each of these characters is cise craze in "There's Nothing Like
It" benefits from overt simplicity,
represented as being wonderfully
more powerful numbers can and do
honest and surprisingly human.
suffer from it.
In a mirror that has been made
The four cast members are all
for us to take a look at ourselves,
entirely satisfactory, each blessed
the show's musical Dum bers create
with fme singing voices that blend
'situations that ultimately deal with
well. Sally Mayes stands out as a
the inevitable passage of time.
spunky singer with an equally
Maltby and Shire deftly capture
smooth and tough Southern style.
the universal feelings of hope,
She handles the both hard-driven
love, and disappointment
with
"You WantToBe My Friend?" and
topics ranging from rnid-lifecrises
the
poignant "I've Been Here Beand staying in shape to coming to
fore" with finesse,
terms with parents and having
Michael S. Borowski
The College Voice
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children.
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Godspell Casts Its Magic
Krls Anderson
Associate A&E Editor
and
Peter C. Som
The College Voice

This is the modified story of
Jesus Christ. Take the original
Bible text, add a game of Pictionary, rap music. seltzer water and a
human merry-go-round,
and the
result is Godspe//, a jazzy, offbeat
interpretation of the Gospel according to St. Matthew.
Michael Lerner, '90, directed
the Connecticut College Theater
Group's
recent production of
Godspel/ and should be congratulated on a top notch production
that proved to be two hours of pure
enjoyment.
Godspell boasts an
outstanding score, with a cast that
did itjustice. In therolicking "Day
By Day" and the wistful "By The
Willows," cast members blended
their voices together with a unity
one rarely finds in ensemble num-

bers.
Dana Wasserman,'92,
and Dinah Steward,'93, gave a poignant
appraisal of the duet "B y My Side,"
and the upbeat "We Beseech
Thee," sung by DavidBuffum,'92,
and Steward proved to be the best
number of all, with a smooth, perfected reel that some of the o,lher
numbers did not convey.
<,
Berton Herrlinger's,'92,
imitation of a drying up seed was classic,

as was Buffum's hilarious version
of the dim-witted servant trying to
think. Sarah Robson,'93, slinking
suggestively down the chapel aisle
in "Turn Back Old Man; and Lou
Ungemach's, '93, trembling Judas
Iscariot were also unforgettable.
One might be led, however, to
categorize the performers as singers rather than actors, for although
the musical quality of the performance was unquestionably superb,
at times the acting lacked polish
and originality.

Coming closest of all the supporting cast to taking a star turn was
Andre Bessette,'93.
His Marquis
de Sade was alternately engagingly
sardonic and intently serious, an
overall delight to watch. Gifted
with a rich, full tenor, Bessette excelled in his solo" All Good Gifts."
In the starring role of Jesus
Christ, Carl Bernard, 93, turned in
a compelling performance.
Although overshadowed by the outstanding singing voices of fellow
cast members Bessette and Donna
Ragusa, '90, the transition from innocent, gentle bystander to commanding teacher was impressive.
Harkness Chapel provided the
perfect backdrop for Godspell.
The grave beauty of the chapel's interiorcomplemented the sparse set.
In addition, the acoustics made the
songs soar.
This was a remarkable rendition
of what is arguably one of the best
contemporary musicals around.

ON FILM:

The Huntfor Red October Sinks Fast
Simon O'Rourke
The College Voice

The Huntfor Red October is a submarine
action/adventure
movie whose hype and
massive publicity campaign have probably
done itmore harm than good. The problem,
as distributers are slowly learning the hard
way, is that the product rarely lives up to the
fabricated reputations that preceed the release of the picture. Sure, you get a crazed
mass of eager beavers just dying to spend
millions on opening weekend, but then you
have to live with a movie which ultimately
just is not as good as everyone thought it
would be.
This is largely true for Red October,
Based on the highly praised Tom Clancy
novel of the same name, the movie dramatizes a Cold War incident from 1984, before
Gorbachev came to power. The Red October is the Russian's latest military achieve-

rnent, a super-quiet submarine with unprecedented first-strike capabilities.
The sub's
commander, Marko Ramius (Sean Connery),
decides to turn the weapon over to the U.S.
and defect to make sure that neither of the
superpowers has the ability to start a nuclear
war. It is a noble gesture, but his underwater
escapades end up wreaking havoc on both
sides of the Atlantic.
Then along comes CIA analyst Jack Ryan
(Alec Baldwin), an expert on submarines
whose knowledge and confidence bring the
Red October incident to a successful conclusion. For most of the movie, we see the two
sides of the story slowly coming together as
Ryan closes in on the hidden secrets of the
submarine and its captain. The drama is
. usually a good companion to the politic,"
dimension of the film, even though we sometimes feel as though the characters are lecturing us on proper geopolitical strategies.
One of the two decent things about The
Hunt for Red October is the hi-tech subma-

rine effects. We are given a highly detailed
view of what it is like inside a modem nuclear sub, and the special race and chase
sequences work well. If nothing else, it
makes you want to visit the U.S.S. Nautilus
museum across the Thames just to see all the
cool electronics and machines up close. The
submarine is an impressive effect which
provides the scene for most of the movie.
Sean Connery is powerful and appropri. ately mysterious as Rarnius. His pat statements about political ideolgies sometimes
get tedious towards the end, but overall he is
the one part of the movie that is not just an
elaborate special effect. In a movie which
purports to deal with human relations rather
than technological problems, Connery is the
only one who is at all convincing.
Alec Baldwin could be a good leading
man, but here he is just bland and predictable. Withoutagood supporting cast to work
from, Connery seems afloat - like a head
without a body. He is not even on the screen

long enough to make up for this deficiency
since most of what we see is either dark underwater gloom or banks of glittering radar
screens.
Although the technology is really cool,
the movie just does not flow without good
suspense or consistently adequate acting.
The few tense moments feel contrived; and
we end up sitting at theedgeof our seats only
because of a frightening camera effect.
Sure, it works, but it also gets pretty boring
after about twenty minutes. Incidentally,
this is the kind of movie that would be awful
on anything less than a big screen, so if
you're going to see it, do so in a real theater.
In the end, it just does not measure up to
the glitzy propaganda.
The Hunt for Red
October may be an impressive display of
military machinery and corny truisms about
morality, but there is really nothing here
other than murky meaning and flashing
lights.
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RECORDINGS:

New Releases on the Rap Tip

Ii
~----------

vard/ think on' how hard it was 10those that
knuckleheads, when Q- Tip states, "Q-Tip is Griff raps about the Washington Times instarredllnthemoviesportrayin'
the roles/Of
my title/I don't think that is vital/forme to be cident: "Its freedom of speech! but when
~
butlers and maids slaves and hoes! Many lOur idoV but dig this recital! if you can you're black you're limited! a G.O.P J to
II Public Enemy's long-awaited third album, intelligent Black men seemed to look unci vienvision! a brother who ain't dissin."
keep your mind primitive/ statements I
'0 Fear of a Black Planet, is finally out in the lized/When on the screen."
They rap
made
were
:: stores. The album's second track, "Brothers
Chuck D speaks in volumes, the beats they
abo
u t
m i sq uotedl
~ Gonna Work It Out," is like nothing ever hit hard, so.like, Yo go out and get the record
fr i end misread as a
heard before. Dense samples create a wall of and hear for yourself.
s hip,
result a lot of
..l! noise over which Chuck and Flavor get busy.
People's Instinctive Travels and Paths of
"Luck of
people were/
... The record has twenty songs and over sixty Rhythm is the title of A Tribe Called Quest's
L u ci en; "
misled."
ninutesofmusic, which include four instru- debut album andthisjam is sweet and mellow
b e i n g
Grifl kicks
mentals, a remix of 1989's "Fight The and simply dope. The Tribe is down with De
vegetariknowledge
Power," and the single "Welcome to the La Soul and the Jungle Brothers to form that
ans, "Ham
most of the
Terrordome." Fear of a Black Planet also whole new Afrocentric boho hiphop posse,
N Eggs;"
time, but then
features cameos by Ice Cube and Big Daddy The Native Tongues, which is basicaIly just
trea ti ng
he goes off on
Kane on the track "Burn Hollywood Burn," intelligent dudes making progressive rap that
you
r
some bizarre
in which Kanecommentson theracialinjuswill stand the test of time. From the album's
worn a n
radical unsubtices which exist within the movie industry: opening track, "Push It Along," you can see
rig h t ,
stantiated tan"As I walk the streets of Hollywood Boule- that TTCQ ain't no macho, sexist, egotistical
"Descripgent. A prime
tion Of A Fool;" safe sex, "Public Enemy;" example is the album's most interesting
and they sample Lou Reed's "Walk on the track,"TheWordOfGod On Duty,"which
-compiled by E. Ashley Young
Wild Side,''''Can I Kick It." Peoples Instincis an open letter 10 the President. Griff
live Travels ... is all mellow and sweet and scores some points ('"you pay reparations
surprisingly undanceable. It has the same to Japan and the Jews but who will pay for
1'vesda7 4124/90
feel of a Dos album or the Meat Puppets
the kidnapping of the black man"), but
CummiIIBB Art~_.Room 308: Thomas SoItoIowsky.lhe direcUlroflhe Grey Art
Plateau. Nevertheless, it is definately rap, as ends his speech with the implausible, "I
GaIIeIy II NYU. will speak on "Against Nature: 1apanese Art in the 1980's.»
expressed by Q-Tip on "Footprints" - "this know now you've brought V.D., AIDS,
1'Iaarsda14/UM
ain't rock and roll cause the rap is in control."
syphilis, gonorrhea, to the ends of the earth
01iva HaU: FiIIIl Soeiety presenIS PlIblic Enemy at 8:00 p.m.
From Skywalker Records comes Professor
... poor, poor, poor Mr. President its reapPalmer Audiloriture Tho CoJmec:licut College TlJeatel Depanment and Theater One
Griff and the Last Asiatic Disciples' debut ing time now and I'll see you at the
JlRIlIlIl$ll8lt!lSJlClllll's deIigbtfuI AComedyofErrors at8p.m. T'Jclrets areS3forStutlenl$
release,PawnsIntheGame.
Griffsthedude
ringside, oh, I've forgotten one other
lIlId$Spnelal adPisPlII. CaJl447-7610for more information.
who was down with Public Enemy. stating in thinz- it's .God that you'll be fighting.
I'rIdIiy 4/t7198
a
Washing/on
Peace." Damn. this
OtilerMuilic LitnIy: JeffBamhalt .'39. and John C1mk .'90. will presenfa medle)' ot
Times interview
The
Tribe
is
down
with
De
Professor Griff sure is
jIlZIy lllnits1l3:OOP.m.Johnand Jeff have perfonned lllgelhetonancloffcampusfor four
that Jews were re- La Soul and the Jungle
funny. Pawns In the
l*lIlId a1Moowaadforthelrebulliellt~oftweaties.
styIejazz. 'l'he30- min·
sponsible for most
Game,
however. is
d be I'elloWtd by a
hosted by lhe IlIUSi!: deparuneIlt, 1111
of the wickedness Brothers to form that whole
not for everybody. If
on earth. Well, the new
Afrocentric
boho
you were offended by
media took 10 this
the Bang Utot deal,
like maggots to hiphop posse, The Native
you will probably not
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Art Shorts

lUnafish, and a big
mess ensued. On
this album, we find
Griff telling his

Tongues, which is basically
just intelligent dudes making progressive rap that will
stand the test oftime.

side of the story.
Surprisingly,
Pawns In the Game
is a pretty good album. The beats are solid,
but nothing Is new. The only innovative
aspect of this album are the lyrics. Griff
raps, "I educate the blind/ that's why they
label mel a nigger with a radical mind," and
its true, Griff is radical. In "The Interview,"

r-------------------~I

want this album.

As

for me, it will fit
nicely next to my
Frogs record.
.

These records can
be found in any hip
mall near you. Bring
your J.D. because you have to be over 1810
purchase these items.
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4. Who played 'UUle caesar?
5. What film claimed. "GarIx>
Talks!"?
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IRE Inn for parents
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Send all answers to
Box 3596. The first
correct entry will
win afree pizza from
DOMINO'S PIZZA.

8oIton.

and relatives!

Color cable TV-HBO • Lttxury Suites for the price of a room
I _Kitchen with microwave - Whirlpool - Major credit cards I

:
I

~~~Qll~~~
605 Gold Star Hwy., GrolOn, CT

~ISCOUNT FOR CONN COLLEGE RELA TIVE§

:
I

Castle Court Cinem a
Palmer Auditorium
Sunday, April 29 2:00 and 7:30 p.m.
A II seats onIy $2.50! With a spec ia I Three Stooges Treat!
Ca11447-7802
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Taei1/.M ¥II Bmudeis 3:30pJD.
11m4l2itatHolyCross 3:30pJD.
Mea's" W_ea's Crew:
Sat 4128 at Trinity wfWesleyan
Ma's Club Basebllll::
Moo 4/1.3 VSSouthern Conn. community College (l\Iigllt
pme@Grolon)

Women's Track & Field:

SaiIiDg:

Conn Squeaks by Coast Guard
tant third with 23 points.
This was truly a group effort, and
Sports Editor
everyone turned in excellent perforrnances. The Camels placed no
The Connecticut
College
Women's Track and Field Team lower than third in any event
Turning in first place fmishes
was in action once again this past
were
Susie Hamlin, '93, in the
week, with a tri-meet against Coast
Guard and Salve Regina at Water- 100m and 200m; Tracy Leavenworth, '91, in the 40010; Melissa
ford High School. Wednesday's
match-up was the only home meet Marquis, '90, in the 150010; and
the Camels will have this season, Julie Schwab, '90, in the loag jump
and they defmitely made the most with a jump of 4.2Om. The 4x400
relay was also won b.v the: Camels in
ofil
Conn was impressive as it edged atimeof4:37.5. Thetearnconsists
out Coast Guard 63-60, in the final of Abby Atkins, '91, Marquis,
standings. Salve Regina was a dis- Hamlin and Leavenworth.
by Kim Kress

Cosst(lliard,1.lll',Vt<W~

Sat4l28-SiQl4f)!)

The team also had its share of
second place finishes, including
Leavenworth in the 200m; Marquis in the 800m; Heather Pierce,
'91, in the 500010; and Atkins in
the 100m and 40010 hurdles. In the
field events, Alice Maggin, '91,
was second in the shot put and the
hammer throw, as was Schwab in
the high jump. Other notable perforrnances included Laura Peterson. '90, who placed third in the

Rugby Club Update:
16-0. The team's most recent match
was against the University of Hartford, where Conn lost 34-6.
This past weekend the club was
involved in a three team tournament, which involved Nichols and
Lowell State. The Camels defeated
Nichols 16-12, bringing their record to 2-2.

In its first match of the season,
the Men's Rugby Club faced Curry
College.
Both Camel squads
crushed Curry. Yuval Lion, '93,

was impressive as he set a new
school record by scoring 15 points
in the match for the 'A' squad which
won 29-4. The 'B' squad also won
OOM: 10 Excitemerll of
Cambridge/Boslo

5000m.

This Saturday, the Camels will
takea3-1 dualmeetrecord 10 Tufts
for the NESCAC championships.

Chamber
Music
Workshop
June 1Hune 30
German Study "in AupbW'l
May 14-July 31
Hebrew Study in Israel
May 21·Jun. n

Intramural Update

Session I - June 4 to July 6
Session n - July 9 to ~t
10

Information,

catalog and application:

Brandeis University Summer School
P.O. IIoJ: 9110 Waltham, MA 02254-9110
(617) 736-3424

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY
SUMMER

TERM

Discover aD we have to offer this summer at Boston U~ersity.
Looking for an academic challenge? We have a world class faculty
teaching over 425 stimulating undergraduate and graduate 'classes
this summer. EnroD in up to 16 credit hours during our two summer
sessions: Session I (May 22 - June 30), and Session II Ouly 3 - .
11). Need a summer job? Start your search with companies who have indicated a desire to hire Boston University summer students ... companies located close to campus.and listed in our GIIidt
August

STUDY

JAPANESE
LANGUAGE
JULY 23 - AUGUST

AT

SUSQUEHANNA

15, 1990
June tIlru September, 1990

Susquehanna's
Japanese
Language
Program
is an
intensive
converstational
japanese
course.
There
will be 60 hours of classroom
instruction.
Participants will live and study with 24 Japanese
students
from Tokyo's
Senshu
University,
who will be studying the English
language.
For more information
and
an application
form, write. to:
jane
Yeager,
Program
Director
Dept.
of Continuing
Education
Susquehanna
Univ.ersity
Selinsgrove.
PA
17870
Tel:
(717) 37-4--435-4'

Non-stop seMoe! Mix 'N Malch!
tfT1lTl8Ciale Confirmationsl

-

PMIS

GATEWAY
NewYol't

$129-1259
$159-$2'9

o.p.ue-"'"

E~ ..,. __ 0l'I '--',.
(Ill
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120 ~
~
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fORM A GROUP...
EARN A
FREE TRIPI
l-..a-14-I3M
.c-.
,..11-522_

$199-$279.
$219-$289

S. T-.r ........

II1IIirDoIlMl.

CGr*Kt

to Sill",.,. Jobs. Wanfto

explore

one of America's most dynamic

cities? Boston's attractions run the gamut from free concerts to
harbor cruises, from cozy havens for book browsers to ice cream parlors. from Fenway Park. to the Museum of Fine Arts - and they are
aD d•• cribed in oUr
i. tile Cily Goido. EIijoy an exciting and
productive llU11UI1el'. Send lor a free 1990 Summer Tenn Bulletin
including the Gaid< to
jolls and
i. tile Cily Goido.
CaD617~today,
ormai1orfax
the coupon belo....
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Schmoozing With
Kev and Dob
by Kevin Cuddihy and Dobby Gibson
Tbe College Voiee

Enjoying Sports Literature
There is one aspeetto the life of a sports fan
on campus which Kev and Dob have neglected to report on all year because of its

sensitive nature. However. we are now ready

Mark Frieberger,

to let you enjoy the fruits of our wisdom. Ignoring the infantile, basic, and perhaps even
puerile premise of this section of ourcolumn,
it aids in uncovering a veritable cornucopia of
helpful hints for the everyday life of a sports
fanatic.
After enjoying a Harris brunch on a Sunday, nature usually makes its daily call. It's
now time to grab the sports section out of the
Globe, like any self-respecting sports fan
would, and head towards the commode. Kev
and Dob believe that this is where the major
problem exists: a lack of options. So, to enjoy
your Sunday sports section more thoroughly,
here is a list ofKev and Dob' s top three stalls.
I) Fanning. The ambiance is outstanding;
black and white floor tiles, "pine forest" air
freshners, and even a chair to put your jacket
on! 2) Morrisson second floor, third stall
from the left. This stall's got it all; that lived
in look, great t.p, dispenser, and the option for
your friends to ride shotgun in the stalls to the
immediate left or right. Share your sports
section with these people. 3) The Executive
(The bathroom located on the firstfloorof any
Plex dorm). Put the door jam on the inside of
the door and you've got a whole afternoon
with the sports section to yourself.

'92, practices his swing

Club Baseball Update:

Camels Meet Tough Competition
The Connecticut College Baseball Club
had its opening day on April 13 against
Eastern Connecticut State University. Despite a strong showing, the Camels lost 8-4
to the highly touted Eastern squad. They
had two late inning rallies, scoring three runs
in the eighth, and loading the bases in the
ninth. Pete Francis, '93. was impressive as

he went 2-3 at the plate with two walks.
This past Thursday the Camels played a
five inning scrimmage against Coast Guard.
At the end of the fifth inning, the Bears led 51, while Conn managed only three hits.
On Friday the team played a tough
Wesleyan squad and was defeatedlO-1.

I\.TIENTION: EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME!

ATTENTION: EARN
MONEY WATCHING TV!
$32,OOO/year income

$32,OOOlyear income
potential. Details.
(1) 602·838-8885 Ext. T·
5754

potential. Details.
(1) 602-a38-8885
Ext. TV·5754

~IPJEceILALJR.A 1rIa~ }FOR CONN
~1r1UJD)JEN1r~

CROSSROADS
MINI-STORAGE

Kev and Dob Care Too •••
Because this column is being written on the
eve of Earth Day, we have decided to do our
share in giving one of our favorite babes,
Mother Nature, a helping hand. So, we have
printed this week's column on recyclable
paper, utilized a bio-degradable ink, and
written the column completely in the buff
while munching granola.
Miscellaneous

~

who won five NBA titles .... After years of '"
taking it on the chin from the Wesleyan ~
Longhairs, the Men's Lax squad layed it on ~
thick to the tune of 20-10 last week. Tom ~
Gately, '91, had 7 goals (a Camel record) and
II points. Nice job by the Brothers Shields. cl"
Wes'coach,KarIMarx,isawfullycheesy.
A ~
disproportionate number of people at Wes, <;;
including I.heir attackmen, wear the new Teva
Air Jesus sandal. Nice job by the Conn fans
who made the 45 minute trip to Middletown
and clearly outcheered, outnumbered, and
outdid the Wes crowd who seemed to be
engaged in another one of those silly sit-ins.
Traffic was held up in Middletown as roaming bands of Wes' guerilla forces lobbed
molotov cocktails at the Camels' bus. Jeff
Lewis' ,'90, hair was only singed. He will be
wearing a hat this week and the rest of the
team will be wearing black armbands in
memoriam ... WF AN Radio is the best thing
since the mini skirt. They run guys in and out
of the station 24 hours a day simply 10
schmooze. These guys have unparallelled
schmoozing endurance. And they get paid
for it. This is an exciting prospect for Kev and
Dob.
Golf
The Connecticut College Golf Club sponsored an I8-hole tournament last Saturday at
the Pequot GC in Stonington. The match at
the newly renovated course ably supported
the less-than-textbook swings of some 24
duffers. PGA rules were in effect as hacking
legends such as Coach Doug Roberts and
Don Peppard got their swings in. Busloads
of alumni were on the links as the "Deans of
Schmoozing," Donnie White, Jeff Dorfman,
and James "I Feel Good" Brown left their
respective 9 to 5 worlds to chew up the
fairways in Stonington. Actually, the only
purpose the fairways served for this tournament was to separate two groups of golfers
looking for their balls in the woods, the
rough, and, in some cases, open sunroofs.
Theday deteriorated to the point where many
poorly dressed golfers were seen at Rosie's
Cantina in Groton. Coach and Peppard were
not two of those golfers on hand at Rosie's.
However, Luke Beatty, '93, was. He was·
shanghaied at 8:30 that morning, fired a 114,
and hasn't been seen since.

Whilst amongst his friends earlier this
month, Timothy Armstrong, '93, committed
a horridfauxpas- possibly oneofthe worst
in the annals of schmoozing. Armstrong,
NFL Draft
upon seeing the Timberwolves NBA basketball score on TV, referred to the Wolves as
What the hell is a Jeff George? The guy's
the "Maine Timbcrwolves.'
Hey, Timmy, got two first names, for crying out loud! Thethe Minnesota Timberwolves just set the word is out that this turkey is gonna be picked
single season NBA attendance record - not number one and be presented with a contract
to mention victories over the Trail Blazers, surpassing II million clams. This, my
Knicks, Celtics, and taking the Jazz and friends, truly defines ca-ca. The Pats are
Lakers into O'T throughout the course of their eyeballing Latvian placekicker Egor StravNBA expansion record 22 victories. It will insky. He is not as highly touted as the Bahr
not be long before the Wolves follow in the brothers, but he was reponed to kick a gourd
footsteps of the great Minneapolis Lakers 134 yards on his Latvian farm.
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SUMMER STORAGE
5x5 for $50
Sxl.O for $100
A1 A1 A1
r;,; r;,; r;,;
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ASK FOR BUn

ISpQrt~
Irivia;

Kevin's Corner
~K~:"~

II

rsend answers

to box 3370 by Friday. Good luckl

II1.Who was the Boston marathon's bridesmaid for the third consecutive year?
y knocked off the defending SllIlIIey Cup Champions for the

;::

=.;r;ceotl

MINUTE
3.Wbat pilCher recently surrendered his 400lb career gopher ball?
DON'T WAIT UNTIL THE LAST
4.Who set a major Jeaguerecord for second sackers by playing in his 92nd conseculive
crrorIesS balIgamc?
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i Men's Lacrosse:

Laxmen Stick it to Wesleyan

by WWIana SdIuIz, Jr.
CONN1bouabl EdI ....
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The men's lacrosse team had an excellent week picking up three wins against
NESCAC opponents. The successful week
was highlighted by Tom Gately, '91, and
Jeff Philip, '90, who broke into the Conn
record books as they both passed the 100goal career mark. The Camels were also led
by excellent goaltending by Dave Solazzo,
'91, and tough close defense by Brooks
Brown, '91, Eric Filler, '90,andTim Fegan,
'90 .
On Tuesday the Camels traveled to
Boston to face the Tufts Jumbos. In the
Camelstoughestgameoflheweek,
Captain
Ed DeJeux, '90, scored five goals and had
one assist to lead Conn to a 16-12 victory.
Solazzo played well in the cage, making
twenty saves. The Camels out shot the
Jumbos 50-39.
On Thursday the Camels took their
show on the road 10 take on the Wesleyan
Cardinals. The Camels controlled the game
from the opening faceoffs and crushed the
Cardinals by a final score of 20-10. The
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Men's Lacrosse in Action

Camels were led by Gately, who has a recor.dseven goals and four assists. Also scoring for the Camels were DeJeux, who had
three goals, and Philip, John Bermingham,

'92, and Rick Mack, '90, each had two
goals. The Camels played tenacious defense, never allowing the Cardinals to get
back into the game.

On Saturday, Conn took on
Babson on a raindrenched
Harkness Green. In this game
the Camels got off to a slow start
but fought through tough Babson defense and torrential rain.
Gately and DeIeux again led
Conn each with a four goal and
three assist performance. Also
scoring for the Camels were
Slater Anderson:92, who had
three goals and Philip, Brown
Cannon:92, and Jeff Lewis,
'90,eachhadonegoal.
Solazzo
performed spectacularly in net,
making sixteen saves and turning away several shots when the
Camels were playing a man
down in the second half.
The three victories this
week improves Conn's record
to 5-3. The Camels have won
four of their last five games.

Men's Tennis:

Camels Sink Coasties
Division 1. It showed us we need to work
harder before the NESCAC tournament."
The following day, the team took on the
The men's tennis team continued its win- Coast Guard Academy. The Camels finning lradition on the road last weekend and ishedlhesingles with a 4-2 lead, with wihs
coming from Smith (6-2,6-4), Krane (6at. home lhis past week.
2,6-0), Hintz (6-1, 6-0), and Mall Santen,
Sweeping the doubles matches against
Bates College, the team began the singles '90, (6-2, 5"7, 6-3), at numbers one, three,
matches with a 3-0 lead. Number four Eric four and six respectively. The team swept
Hintz, '91, and number three Brad Freer, '91, the doubles 10 complete the match 7-2, and
quickly won their matches in two sets to posted its seventh doubles shutout. The
secure the win. In the remaining singles player of the match was Gellert, who
matches, Tim Smith, '90, won at the number coached Santen through a tough three set
one sial, Joe Schaefer, '91, lost at number match and replaced the injured Schaefer at
two; James Gellert, '90, and Jon Krane, '90, number three doubles, truirnphing with
Schaefer's partner Jon Krawczyk, '92, 6-2,
both lost tough three set matches.
The following day against Colby, the 5-7,6-3.
The team is looking forward 10 the
team again relied on its excellent doubles
NESCAC
championships this weekend.
teams and took a 3-0 lead. The Camels also
won all the singles matches to complete the Smith stated, "The entire team will have to
;,; 1M
team's sixth shutout and eighth singles shut- play well, because four of the five top
teams in New England will be present."
ouL
The team is currently ranked number five
On Wednesday, the team suffered its first
in New England, and Smith is ranked
loss in New England atthe hands of Division
I Providence College (5-1). Both Schaefer fourth in singles. In addition, he is ranked .~
o
and Krane lost close three set matches. The thirty- sixth nationally. The team is opti- ':;
team was also denied the chance 10 show its mistic that they will move up in the rank- ~
<3
doubles slrength because Coach Carl LaRo- ings by lhe close of lhe season.
Coach Ken Kline believes the three keys ~
che of Providence refused to play lhe remaining matches. The player of the match to winning the tournament will be a strong
doubles showing, Smilh's performance, ~
...-.
....
was Freer, who won 7-6,6-4. Commenting
~
~
on lhe match, Schaefer said, "The loss to and lhe Iraditional slrong showing from ~
numbers four, five and six.
L..,==-==""",,==:;;;;::=:~:o-----=====::'-_--------_..-I
Providence was humbling although they're
ames e ert,
,prepares to serve
byM~SaDteD
The College Voke
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Athlete of the Week
This week's award goes to TOM GATELY, '91, ofthe men's lacrosse
team. GATELY set a new school record for most points in a game,
tied the school record for most goals in a game and passed the 100point mark,. in the game against Wesleyan. KEK

